FROM: Ron Kaufman, chairman
RE: The contents of this mailing, and dollars for a
SNCC staffer's vacation at Stanford

First, before you forget, please place this mailing in your
red folder. Papers get lost very easily. Secondly, please
remember your one dollar contributions for a SNCC staffer's
vacation at Stanford. Only 30 of you have responded. A dollar
is only about 3 packs of cigarettes or 2/3's of a movie.

The first article in this mailing is Luke Kabat's fifth
letter. If you already received it in the first mailing it may
not be in this one. The second article is an overview of the
Mississippi Freedom Project. It was probably written in early
fall of 1964. The next paper is a rather cookbook-ish account
of how to do research on a power structure. The author, Jack Minnis,
is a member of SDS (Students for a Democratic Society).
Immediately following that paper is one by Dick Mullins, a Stanford
grad student, commenting on Minnis' paper. Next is an article
written by Emmie Schrader on White Folks Projects. Emmie is a
Radcliffe student working in Itawamba County in northeastern
Mississippi. The last is an article reprinted from Current
Magazine on organizing the poor.